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SYNOPSIS

The controversy surrounding the use of psychoactive substances has been debated since the early part of this century. The habit of opium smoking was the first to be spotlighted. Other substances such as ganja (marijuana), cocaine, and psychotropic pills followed this. Global efforts have since been initiated to stem the use of these substances.

The Malaysian Government has in line with the global developments, initiated broad policy imperatives to check the spread of dadah use among its citizens. The main approach used has been enforcement oriented. Despite the strict enforcement of tough laws on the possession and consumption of dadah, the number of individuals involved with dadah use and its trafficking has not abated.

The review found that the factors that appear to have acted against the policy imperatives include: -

- The lack of a committed leadership – both at the political and agency level.
- Inadequately qualified, trained and demoralised implementation staff.
- Implementation agencies are unable to appreciate the dimension of dadah use and hence not able to have an adequate conceptualisation of the phenomenon.
- Implementation agencies lack adequate theoretical and technical knowledge to appreciate the dimension of the *dadah* problem. Hence, they are not able to formulate an adequate plan of action.
- Inadequate funds to implement specific programmes and measures.
- Lack of commitment in the implementation of the prevention programmes by the agencies.
- Inadequately qualified, trained and demoralised implementation staff.
- Inadequately researched press reports that create confusion on the implementation of the *dadah* prevention and control programme.

The study concludes by recommending the importance of understanding the overall perspective of managing the *dadah* phenomenon. This can be impacted through committed leadership, a single organisation that centralises the planning and implementation functions, adequate funds, training and research to identify, plan and implement effective *dadah* prevention and control programmes.
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